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E-learning is a new and rapidly evolving discipline.
Particularly, e-learning environments have become a
topic of research and study. This paper presents an
investigation related to e-learning and the development
of virtual learning environment (WebINFO) made by
an interdisciplinary team at the University of La Plata.
Some experiences within university scope using this kind
of technology are also presented.
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course, maintaining their progress and interacting with the tutors, among other things  3 ] 4 ].
However, there is a growing number of this kind
of environments (commercial and non commercial), which do not take into account pedagogical aspects.
WebINFO is a result of a project related to technology and education, which has been developed at the Faculty of Computer Science (University of La Plata). It is an e-learning environment in the web, with three main goals:

1. Introduction

— It must follow a methodological process to
design distance courses

E-learning refers to using electronic applications and processes to learn. E-learning applications and processes include Web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classrooms, and digital collaboration. Contents can
be delivered via the Internet, intranet/extranet,
audio or video tape, satellite TV, and CD-ROM
 1 ] 2 ].

— It must follow a pedagogical model

One of the main advantages of e-learning is that
students can learn with no time and distance
constraints. They can interact with their teachers by means of e-mail, chat, etc.

The first stage of this project was to elaborate
a common communication protocol among the
members, due to the problems related to the specific vocabulary of each one  5 ]. Later, a pedagogical model was developed based on constructivist and cognitive theories. In addition to
this, different web learning environments were
analyzed and compared. For this, some metrics
were taken into account.

Virtual Learning Environments provide different tools to achieve the main goals of a learning process. Most of them allow working with
communication, contents, collaborative and assessment tools. Teachers can customize them
in order to create their own courses. Students
access this environment and they can follow the

— It must be easy to use both for teachers and
students.
In order to accomplish these objectives an interdisciplinary group was created, with people
from the education area, the graphical design
area, and the computer science area.

In the following sections, details of this process
and a WebINFO description are presented.
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2. WebINFO, Main Decisions
In the context of this project, new technologies
are studied from a pedagogical model so as to
transform the learner’s environment in a learning situation  6 ] 7 ].
Consequently, the question of how to reflect
these ideals in the developed learning environment is being analyzed.
A methodological proposal to guide the construction process of courses has been developed
in a virtual learning process.
According to this methodology, the design of a
course in WebINFO is oriented with pedagogical units called AREAS.
These areas are:
— Introduction / Welcome
— General Information and Contents
— Communication
— Educational Resources
— Collaborative Work
— Practical Work and Evaluation
— Administration and Tracking
Each of these areas has a specific objective and
guides the teacher in the structuring process of
the course so as to ease the new roles that are to
be played by teachers in the teaching-learning
process.
These areas are made up of sections and tools.
The sections are divisions that are present in
some areas in order to organize the tools.
Finally, the tools are referred to as teaching and
communication instruments allowing teachers
to fulfill their proposal.
The process that a teacher should carry out for
the construction of his/her distance course is
that of taking decisions in each of these areas,
which consist of reflecting, by means of their
particular tools, the structure of his/her course.
For example, in the Communication area, a
teacher should determine how tutors will assist
students, and which interaction tools will favor
communication among students within his/her
course. In WebINFO, all these decisions will
be accompanied by examples and textual aids
based on the experiences of expert teachers in
distance education.

3. Areas of WebINFO
Introduction/Welcome Area: its purpose is to
introduce students into the process, giving them
an explanation of how to start, and creating a
friendly atmosphere.
Communication Area: it is the place in WebINFO where the interaction and communication occur. Teachers have to decide which tools
they need for their courses and they have to incorporate them. They can select an asynchronic
message interchange, a tool to create discussion
forums, and a tool to publish news. Besides,
we are implementing a synchronic tool for virtual meetings (chat, video, audio) which will be
available soon  8 ].
General Information and Contents Area: one of
the areas considered of great importance is that
of General Information and Contents, which
proposes a guided organizing work of the information so that the teacher - at the time of
designing the course – is accompanied by the
proposal of the environment.
A teacher should think of incorporating the
tools that represent the objectives, methodology, schedules and information about the teaching staff, and of determining thematic units for
his/her own course as well as of incorporating
the material for each of these units.
In WebINFO, each unit may present different
criteria of visibility which will allow generating
various work circuits for the different students
(this is not available for all platforms known
so far). For example, a certain unit may be
viewed only by a given group of students that
has not passed an input evaluation, and whose
purpose consists in homogenizing the required
knowledge for doing the course. This could be
related to certain learning theories which state
that the learning process has to be adjusted individually; if you give more contents than the
student can assimilate at a particular moment,
the student will have problems. On the other
hand, if you give less content, students may get
bored. With this purpose in mind, WebINFO
allows different paths to the table of contents of
the course in order to satisfy personal requirements.
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Collaborative Work Area: the objective of this
area is to provide both teachers and students
with the possibility of working in groups, in a
collaborative manner. There are several tools
that a teacher could select for his course. For
example, he may use the one that allows each
student to incorporate personal information in
order to introduce him/her to the rest of the
group. The information given by each group
member makes it possible to create a common
place to share information about themselves,
their photos, etc.
Another tool is the one that allows group formation. It is possible for a teacher to create groups
with coordinators and tutors. There are different
ways to assign students to a group. Each group
can have a description and a presentation.
Finally, there is a tool for sharing files among
all the members of the course or only for the
members of one specific group  9 ].
Educational Resources Area: its purpose is to
provide teachers and students with additional
tools such as a glossary, faqs management, media library, etc.
Practical Work and Evaluation Area: another
area of special attention is that of Evaluation;
it is generally difficult to design this area, and
the creation processes of evaluations in learning environments may be messy for teachers.
A construction of the evaluation instances of a
course in consecutive steps has been designed,
in which the teacher can determine the type of
evaluation (auto-evaluation, compulsory practical works, exams), define the aspects related
to marking and grading, the way of distributing
questions, project deadlines, etc. Finally, work
is being done on the selection or construction
of questions, where the teacher may take previously designed questions for his/her courses or
may create a new one. The questions may be
of different types (selection, long and short answer, matching, etc.). WebINFO has made an
attempt to include a varied collection of question types from which the professor may choose.
This area was carefully analyzed by the team
paying special attention to the teacher’s point of
view, the evaluation process theory, and security
aspects.
Administration and Tracking Area: this area
has a tool that can help teachers in their administration tasks and in tracking tasks as well.
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Tools in this area are: students’ administration and tracking, teachers’ administration and
tracking, course administration, and statistics
for the course. It is possible through these tools
to know when a certain student/teacher logs
into the course for the first and last time, which
tool he/she used specifying date and time, how
many messages he/she wrote (distinguished by
recipient: to students or to teachers, or both),
how many messages he/she received, and how
many of them have been replied, etc. In addition, the statistics tool allows different kinds
of general statistics for the course, such as participation ranking for forums, number of exchanged messages, etc.
4. Scenarios
A teacher may opt to choose a working scenario
predetermined for his/her course. A scenario
constitutes a template that incorporates a set of
tools in the different areas of a course. For
example, a teacher may want to work with a
course only with communication tools and, for
it, he/she counts with a scenario “rich in communication” so that, if it is to be chosen, he/she
will already count with pre-selected tools necessary for the communication in the corresponding area. This will ease the teacher’s tasks in
the design of the course.
In brief, there will exist various scenarios so
that the teacher is able to initiate with a predefined design of his/her course. In these predetermined scenarios, areas appear by definition
and the tools of each area are already selected.
These scenarios are defined taking into account
possible types of designs that the teacher may
need, and help them to create blended or distance learning courses. The areas and tools of
each of them are related to the type of need to
be fulfilled. If the professor prefers to work
without predetermined options, he/she can select a free scenario. The free scenario is that in
which the teacher may choose his/her desired
tools from the design areas. For example, in
some cases, a teacher may only need to enrich
the communication process of the course, and
decide to use the environment for this purpose
so she/he could choose the communication scenario in which the course has all the communication tools preselected.
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5. Designing a Blended Learning or
Distance Courses in WebINFO
Designing of a course can be divided in three
stages: 1) selection of a work scenario (it
can be a free scenario); 2) working by areas,
allowing the teacher to properly concentrate
on the planning of the communication within
his/her course, how the contents will be presented and how the students will access such
contents (he/she will be able to pose different
pathways according to the students’ profiles),
which type of evaluation will be incorporated
and what type of work or activities will be required, and which collaborative activities will
be incorporated; 3) selection of proper tools of
each area.
Teachers have to determine the best tools for
their context, target students, and the particular
situation they are involved in. It is very important to define the appropriate educational strategies and then design the course accordingly.

6. Experiences with WebINFO at the
University of La Plata
WebINFO has been used in different areas at
the University of La Plata. Some of these experiences are presented below in order to show
examples of how different tools in WebINFO
are used. Each experience was analyzed and
evaluated by means of interviews and surveys
to the teachers and students involved.
6.1. Introductory Course for the Faculty of
Computer Science
Every year around 600 students attend an introductory course whose main purposes are to
prepare students for their first year at university, giving them the topics necessary to begin
the first year, and integrate them into university level. Many of these students are from
different cities of Argentina, and have to travel
to attend this course at the very beginning of
February. The course takes place during February and March.
Last and the current year, a distance course was
designed to give the option to students to be prepared without attending the course in La Plata.
Specific materials were designed to give the
necessary contents to students, and a group of
tutors were assigned to guide students in this
experience. WebINFO was used as the virtual
environment where the communication and the
content access took place. Teachers decided to
incorporate the following tools in WebINFO:
— Messaging Tool: so that students and teachers can send messages with questions and
activities required to pass the course.

Fig. 1. This is an example of the communication area in
WebINFO.

The whole process will be guided by the environment by way of proper examples and assistance elements.
There is a tutorial that guides teachers and students tasks with flash animations; besides, there
is a text manual for students, enabling them to
learn how to work with WebINFO.

— Board News: here teachers publish the news
of the course, such as new material available,
the date of a certain activity, etc.
— General Information: objectives, methodology, schedules, and teachers personal information.
— Table of Contents: each unit was presented
here with the corresponding material to read
or study. Besides, some activities were incorporated.
— Glossary: technical vocabulary was incorporated in a multimedia glossary.
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Students can access the next unit once they have
passed the corresponding activity in the previous one. This was done using the visibility tool
in the General Information and Content area.
Once students have passed the different units,
they have to take a presence exam. Those who
pass the exam do not have to do the traditional
presence course.
It is important to underline that most of the students that attended the distance course passed
the exam and they had a very good performance
during the first year at university. There is a
group of people evaluating the impact of this
course on students.
6.2. Software Engineering Course at the
Faculty of Computer Science
This is a course of the third year of the Computer Science Licentiate Degree of the Faculty
of Computer Sciences
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that they found advantages working with WebINFO, because they could work in groups in a
more flexible way, they could register all the
process in the same environment, and teachers
could follow and help them.
6.3. Distance Education Seminar.
Master in Computer Technology
Applied to Education at UNLP
This Seminar proposes a blended learning process which starts with a meeting with all the
students during which the teachers introduce
themselves. They explain the methodology proposed by the course and present the schedule.
Each student also exposes his/her interests in
the course, and his/her expectations.
WebINFO is also used to mediate the communication, to motivate the participation of students,
and to present contents and activities.

Last year, some texts were presented and discussed using such virtual environment. With
this purpose, several forums were developed.
These forums were scheduled with an explicit
The project is based on the topics given by the objective, shown by the teachers through the
corresponding tool in WebINFO. In this way,
teachers during the course.
the bases for the discussion were set. They
Due to the project process, which implies the could also create public or private debates. The
communication among the members of the group, public ones allowed participation of all memthe documentation interchange, and the doc- bers of the course, while the private ones only
ument presentation required by the teachers, allowed participation of those designated by the
WebINFO was used to support all these tasks.
teacher to take part in the debate. The teacher
The Collaborative Work Area was used to form could block or stop the debate, in order to close
the groups, to assign a tutor to each group, and the interchange of opinions. This could be
finally to share information among the members accomplished by setting the property block in
the corresponding debate in WebINFO. For this
using the Sharing File Tool of this area.
Seminar during 2004, three debates were develEach group had to upload their documents in a oped. The first one was evaluated and guided
repository which was private for the group and by teachers. There were 8 groups discussing
the tutor. The tutor could see who was respon- different specific topics simultaneously on the
sible for making each document, and follow the basis of the textual materials of the course. Each
process. Tutors had to evaluate the documents student had to expose his/her opinion about the
and gave the results to the students following topic of discussion and justify it with the texts
the same methodology.
contents.
Some forums were also designed to discuss with Other debates were designed with different pureach group about how they would implement the poses: the second was meant for students to
project (for example which data base engine and present personal experiences with reference to
program language they would use).
the topics of discussion, and the third one was
A survey was designed to evaluate the method- dedicated to the discussion about the final project
ology proposed for the course. Students said they had to implement.
The course proposes a software engineering
project development. Students have to work in
groups of four members to develop this project.
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Students have reported that this type of experiences enriched the course and the interaction,
particularly when they were geographically distributed.
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7. Conclusions and Further Work
There is no doubt that e-learning and virtual
learning environments have been revolutionizing our way of learning as well as teaching. By
these means we are overcoming distance and
time constraints. However, pedagogical strategies must be carefully defined.
A virtual learning environment developed at the
Faculty of Computer Science of UNLP was presented here. This environment develops a pedagogical model, designed by an interdisciplinary
group. Some of the main characteristics of this
environment were discussed.
Finally, some experiences were analyzed in order to emphasize the possibilities of WebINFO.
Some of the future work we are planning involves incorporating more functionality to the
environment, such as synchronic tools for communication and continuing with teachers training in this kind of experience.
Besides, the environment will be adapted to
SCORM standard.
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